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LETTERFROMTHEPRESIDENT
As the holiday season
approaches, there is quite a lot
to celebrate here at Student
Agencies Foundation. Earlier
this month, Entrepreneurship
at Cornell hosted its annual
Summit Conference in New
York City, for which SAF was a
lead sponsor. Several of the SAI managers had the
opportunity to attend Summit and hear speakers
from a myriad of backgrounds as well as meet with
different Student Agencies alumni. The conference
also included a startup pitch competition, which gave
entrepreneurs the opportunity to pitch their business
to a panel of qualified professionals. Summit was a
great opportunity to learn from and engage with
entrepreneurs in a wide range of industries and of
varying scales.
As this semester is coming to an end, the
outgoing SAI managers are wrapping up the training
of their incoming managers. The new managers are

working hard and becoming fully immersed in
their respective businesses. I look forward to
seeing the students continue to grow into their
leadership roles and take the businesses to the
next level.
This edition of the eNews will include:
-

-

An introduction to the 2019 SAI team;
An Alumni Spotlight on Dan Har r ison
(?91), who while having a hugely
successful career in the entertainment
industry still considers his two high points
as starting SAI?s Campus Promotions
agency and serving as my Best Man; and
An introduction to an eLab business called
Strauss

Sincerely,
M ich ael Kar an gelen (?90)
Chairman and President
Student Agencies, Inc.

ALUMNIUPDATES
-

Nat ash a Sin h a (?16), a former General
Manager of TakeNote, earned a Masters
in Statistics from Cornell and started a
new position as a Strategy & Operations
Analyst at Deloitte.

-

-

Lian n e Bor n f eld (?15), a former
Editor-in-Chief of the Cornellian, earned a
M.Phil in English Studies at University of
Cambridge and began a new position as
a Practice Assistant at Orrick, Herrington
& Sutcliffe LLP.
Ch r ist in e Wais (?03), a former General
Manager of Big Red Shipping and Storage
and Director of Human Resources,
started a new position as Assistant Dean
of Alumni Engagement and Development
at UMass Amherst College of Social and
Behavioral Sciences.

Congratulations to all of our alumni! If you are
an SAI, eLab, or LCL alumnus doing something
new, please let us know at
cp@studentagencies.com.

.

SAI ALUMNISPOTLIGHT:
DANHARRISON
As a co-founder of SAI?s
Campus Promotions agency
during his junior year at
Cornell, Dan Har r ison (?91)
has had a lasting impact on
SAI. Dan?s inspiration for
Campus Promotions
stemmed from his prior
experience bringing
national companies to his
high school. Alongside
Rober t Lyn ch (?90; ?91 M BA), his co-founder,
Dan gained the business of companies with
large marketing budgets and offered them
unique access to the Cornell student market,
which is still a primary goal of Campus
Promotions today. This experience Dan had at

Student Agencies initiated his exposure
to an operations role and gave him a
taste of what he may be interested in
doing in the future.
While a freshman at Cornell, Dan
began working in the media and
entertainment business as an intern in
Fox?s syndication marketing department.
Known for his interest in combining
technology and media, Dan used his new
Macintosh computer to create full-color
marketing materials (using graphics and
logos), while Fox?s marketing department
at the time was still using typewriters.
Upon graduating from Cornell, Dan
went on to receive his JD from Harvard
Law School. He regards his legal training
and approach to be beneficial in business
as well. Dan first gained experience
working in program planning, strategy,

and scheduling at UPN and NBC (during the
?Must See TV? heyday). The part of his job he
enjoys the most is that his area is closest to
the intersection of art and commerce,
exposing him to all aspects of the television
business. He was part of the team that fueled
the popularity of BRAVO network, launching
shows like Queer Eye for the Straight Guy and
Project Runway. Dan currently serves as the
Executive Vice President of Strategy & Program
Planning at Fox Entertainment and has had an
integral role in the success of a myriad of large
shows, including Empire, Last Man Standing,
and MasterChef Junior. Throughout his role at
Fox, Dan has learned the importance of paying
close attention to detail. For example, a small
listing change was critical to the new program
Master Chef Junior reaching its target audience
and building its presence on the channel. Dan
notes that in the broadcast business, with its
high-volume of original programming but

limited hours, it is important to ?polish each
grain of sand? and make sure that the
network makes the most out of each show
so that viewers want to discover and stick
with old favorites and new offerings.
The entertainment business is
currently experiencing a large
transformation and it is difficult to foresee
what the future holds for the industry.
Nonetheless, Dan has truly enjoyed his
time working in entertainment and looks
forward to continuing to work in the
industry which is undergoing rapid change
with the growth of digital and streaming
services ? and in a year or two, 5G. Dan
advises students to work for and with great
people. Surrounding yourself with genuine
and diligent individuals is far more critical
to one?s success and career trajectory than
the prestige of any company or position.

INTRODUCTIONTOELABSTART-UP:
STRAUSS

Strauss is disrupting the massive and outdated
insurance industry. Over 41% of the United States
population does not have a life insurance policy.
Life insurance is an extremely personal product
and the Strauss team is creating an accessible
algorithm and platform that customizes coverage
policies for customers?specific needs. The

company?s primary goal is to benefit the
customer and offer every individual an
optimal policy for their lifestyle through the
Strauss platform. Many individuals are
currently unsure about where to start in the
process, but the team hopes to educate as
many people as possible through Strauss.
Founder Ben jam in Rash bau m (?18;
M BA ?19) majored in Statistics in the College
of Agriculture and Life Sciences, and is
currently working on his MBA here at Cornell.
Benjamin?s family works in the insurance
business, and watching their practices
sparked the idea to develop Strauss. The
name ?Strauss? comes from Benjamin?s
family: it is both his grandparents?last name
and the name of his family?s insurance
agency. For the development of Strauss,
Benjamin recruited the remainder of his team
through the Cornell network: Jor dyn
Goldzw eig (?21), Sam Br ick m an (?21), Roh an
Lew is (?21), all majoring in Computer Science

in the College of Arts & Sciences, and William
Sch er r (?21), majoring in Government and Near
Eastern Studies in the College of Arts & Sciences.
The Strauss team applied to eLab for the
opportunity to receive invaluable mentorship
and advice from leaders in the entrepreneurship
community at Cornell. They have gained great
practical experience learning about a new
industry and have challenged their coding skills
as well. Working under the guidance of experts
throughout the program, Strauss has been
pushed to think critically through every step of
the process, especially when fortifying the
company?s infrastructure and strategizing their
customer discovery plan.
Strauss?primary goals are to identify the
specific problem they are solving relating to life
insurance coverage and education with their
new technology, to build out their full solution
and platform, and to receive funding by the end
of the 2019 school year. There is a massive
opportunity in the life insurance market for

Strauss to both penetrate the insurance-tech
market and have a meaningful impact on the
lives of thousands throughout the United States
who are currently left uninsured. Strauss is
striving to become a middle-man between
people seeking policies and big insurance
companies who charge steep premiums. Ben
emphasizes that his team is working to help
people on a personal level by ensuring that a
larger percentage of the United States
population is getting the help they need and is
covered by life insurance policies. While there are
several other startups in the insurance-tech
sector, not one company has solved this
persistent problem that many individuals are not
protected with life insurance nor has streamlined
the cumbersome process in the right way.
Strauss is working to get it right. In the long term,
Ben hopes that Strauss will aid his family?s
business by providing an innovative and efficient
process to write life insurance policies.

2019SAI TEAMINTRODUCTION
Student Agencies, Inc. is excited to introduce
the new additions to the 2019 SAI team.
The incoming Treasury Analyst is M in k i
Kim (?22), a freshman in the College of Arts &
Sciences. Minki, hailing from Palo Alto,
California, is studying Economics. In addition,
Minki teaches kickboxing. He is excited to get a
better understanding of how a business runs
while creating lasting bonds with his fellow
co-workers.
The incoming Chief Technology Officer is
Sim on Olsch an sk y (?21). Simon is in the
College of Engineering, majoring in Materials
Science and Engineering. A sophomore from
Phoenix, Arizona, Simon also plays the guitar,
drums, and piano and enjoys hiking, running,
biking and swimming. Simon is looking forward
to streamlining SAI?s operations through the
use of technology. He strives to gain as much

knowledge as he can about the technology
behind a small business, which he can
hopefully utilize for his own startup.
St ef an o Pr ian t e (?21) is the incoming
Director of Marketing. He is a sophomore in
the School of Industrial and Labor Relations
from Brooklyn, NY. An interesting fact about
Stefano is that his first language was Italian.

He found out about SAI through Peter
Gribizis?s social media and is most excited to
make a difference at SAI while creating
friendships.
The incoming General Managers of
Hired Hands are Ju lian Iacovelli (?21) and
Jam ie M oor e-Gillon (?21). Julian is from
Ithaca, New York, and he is a sophomore in
the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences,
majoring in Nutritional Sciences. Jamie
Moore-Gillon is a sophomore in the School
of Hotel Administration with a Real Estate
minor from Madison, New Jersey. Jamie
heard about SAI from previous Hired Hands
managers and is excited for the opportunity
to develop the knowledge and skills
necessary to manage a business through
collaboration with passionate students and
advisors.

The General Managers for SAI?s
newest business, Student Agencies
Tutoring, are Jor dan Fost er (?21) and
Ar ian n a Koh ilak is (?22). Jordan Foster is
a sophomore in the College of Arts and
Sciences, majoring in Asian Studies and is
from East Hampton, New York. Jordan is
most excited this year for the new
tutoring business to expand outside of
Ithaca. Arianna is a freshman in the
College of Human Ecology, majoring in
Policy Analysis and Management. Arianna
heard about Student Agencies from a
recent General Manager for TakeNote and
looks forward to laying the foundation for
Student Agencies Tutoring and seeing
how it grows over the course of the next
year.
The incoming General Managers of
Big Red Shipping and Storage are An dr es

An t on sson (?21) and Lu ca Gr een spu n
(?21). Andres is a sophomore from
Cincinnati, Ohio and is in the College of Arts
& Sciences, studying Computer Science.
Luca is also a sophomore, who is majoring
in Communications in the College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences. Luca found
out about SAI from friends in Ithaca and is
looking forward to learning of the
operational details of running a business.
The incoming General Managers of
Campus Promotions are Jillian
Sm er ech n iak (?21) and Han n ah Sau n der s
(?22). Jillian is a sophomore in the College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences, studying
Applied Economics and Management. She
is also the fashion director of The
Wardrobe, a club that provides free
professional attire for students in need,
and involved in the Cornell Finance Club.

Jillian is looking forward to increasing the
digital presence of Campus Promotions and
to pursuing large clients this year. Hannah
is a freshman in the College of Arts &
Sciences from Miami, Florida. In addition,
Hannah is involved in the finance club Apex
Capital, the Global Economics and Finance
Society, and the Language Corner. Hannah
is excited about expanding Campus
Promotion?s focus on consulting and social
media management. In addition to two new
general managers, Campus Promotions this
year is also welcoming an assistant
manager, Kaela Olsen (?22). Kaela is a
freshman in the College of Arts & Sciences
from Boston, Massachusetts. Kaela learned
about SAI during her Cornell interview from
a Cornell alum on the Board of Directors.
Outside of SAI, Kaela is involved in Anabel?s
Grocery and the Cornell Daily Sun.

This year ?s Editor-In-Chief of the
Cornellian is Gr ace Rief lin (?20). Grace is a
junior in the College of Agriculture and
Life Sciences, majoring in Information
Science. Grace is from Charleston, South
Carolina. In addition, Grace is on the
Executive Board of her sorority Pi Beta
Phi. Before serving as Editor-In-Chief, she
was a design editor for the 2018
Cornellian Yearbook. This year, she is
most excited to capture the Class of
2019?s experience at Cornell. The General
Managers of the Cornellian this year are
An t on ios Tsou gar ak is (?20) and Liam
Cu sh en (?21). A junior in the School of
Hotel Administration, Antonios is from
Englewood, New Jersey. He is excited to
market and sell an inclusive yearbook
indicative of the inspiring student and
campus life here at Cornell. Liam is a

sophomore studying Electrical Engineering
in the College of Engineering and is from
Westchester, New York. Prior to joining the
Cornellian team, Liam served as the
Assistant Manager of Campus Promotions.
He is looking forward to seeing all of the
seniors at the end of the year with their
yearbooks!

